I originally prepared this essay as a talk for the Women's Caucus luncheon at the RMMLA meeting in October 1987 in Spokane. A number of auditors suggested that the information was helpful to them and might be helpful as well to those who were unable to attend. Taking the advice which I will offer below, I have revised this essay in response to comments and questions and hope it will provide some answers to the question we all ask when we are preparing a paper for possible publication: what can I do to improve my chance for acceptance?
Methods of handling submissions differ from journal to journal. It might, therefore, be useful to start by describing briefly the Review's procedure from the point at which an essay is received.
First, I skim it to ascertain that the general content is appropriate to a scholarly journal, I review the documentation style and make sure all pages are there (occasionally a page is missing), and I check the length. If the essay does not use the new MLA style, I do not send it back, but tell the author in the acknowledgement letter that if it is accepted, he or she will have to revise to conform to the new style. If the essay is under 10 or 1 1 pages, I return it to the author, because it is the length of a note rather than of an article. The guidelines specify 15-25 pages, but I usually do not automatically reject essays just under or over those numbers. Essays of 10-12 pages, though, are frequently unrevised conference papers and are not usually recommended by expert readers, a topic I'll treat more fully below.
Once I have checked these details and prepared a file, either I send the essay to a member of the editorial board to get advice on who the best readers might be, or if the essay doesn't fall into an area of general expertise of a board member, I consult recent MLA bibliographies to find out who has published refereed articles on the same topic and write to these prospective readers to see if they will review the essay, sending them copies of our evaluation sheet and the first two pages of the article so that they know our criteria for acceptance.
The process of review usually proceeds smoothly once I have located experts. If I'm lucky, prospective readers send by return mail a positive answer to my request, and I can send the whole article to them immediately.
Sometimes they write to say that they don't have time to read the essay, and I write to the next name on my list. And once in a while, I don't hear a word from one of the readers I've written to, a situation that creates a delay, while I wait for the reply that isn't coming, and then, realizing that fact, I write to another potential reader. Now and then there is also a delay because a prospective reader doesn't read my letter carefully and writes back to complain that he or she can't make ajudgment on only two pages but . . . sometimes s/he gives an opinion anyway! In my initial letter, I ask for a review in the next 6 to 8 weeks, and most readers are very reliable and take no more than that time. Some have even returned a thorough critique in only a week or two.
Though they are not required to use the form I send, most in fact do so, and respond directly to the several questions it asks. Readers' evaluations have varied from a single line to more than seven double-spaced pages. A majority contain from one to four paragraphs of very specific advice. In other words, readers take their job seriously. Most write clear, concise comments that I can simply photocopy, or transcribe if they show up in a form that might in any way identify the reader to the author. Once in a while, as in the comments I quoted at the outset, when the remarks are particularly frank, I rewrite them to provide a gentler negative.
The content of the recommendations for rejection can, for the most part, be grouped under five somewhat overlapping headings: insufficient knowledge of the scholarship, lack of focus, generalizations lacking support, author naivete (nothing new to say), and inadequacies of style. Readers also note smaller problems, such as an unrepresentative title; grammatical problems; typos; errors in citing sources or quoting texts; failure to cite primary materials from the most appropriate critical editions. While these kinds of errors do not by themselves constitute grounds for rejection, if there are enough of them, I suspect that they can influence negatively a borderline judgment by proofing the typescript and checking the citations.
Though we probably all remember our graduate school bibliography courses, a surprising number of essays come in with references to primary sources from whatever paperback copy happens to be handy, or sometimes with references quoted from two or three different editions of the main work being discussed. Even with accepted articles, occasionally during the editing process I have been puzzled about why an author has shifted from Edition A to Edition B to Edition C of the main work under discussion and have asked for clarification, figuring that since the work was not in my field, there must be a good reason and I just didn't know it. The first time this happened I was rather startled to find that there was no scholarly reason; the article had been prepared in two or three different locations where the scholar happened to be doing research and different editions were available at each place. Experts, in these cases, had apparently decided that the essays merited publication and that the problems could be worked out later -but one cannot rely on such tolerance, and in any event, even if the article is accepted, publication can be slowed if there are many problems of this kind that need to be resolved.
In the particular discussion that follows, for purposes of not identifying any very specific subject areas, I shall pretend that "Shakespeare" is the subject for all the papers in my examples, since in fact, his work is the single subject on which more articles are submitted than any other. The most common complaint about rejected articles is that the author does not know, or at least does not cite, the work that has already been done on the subject. In one case, the reader wondered if the article were part of a dissertation in which the exposition of the critical method and the previous scholarship had appeared in an earlier chapter. In another, the reader pointed out that "all texts of Shakespeare's plays are not created equal and an enormous amount of scholarship has been produced on the texts since 1940," the date of the edition of the plays that the author was using. In addition, the Works Cited list "does not list one essay on the play being discussed. Had the author consulted the scholarship on the play he or she would have discovered that all of this has been said in one way or another before. The books in the bibliography are 'classics' of scholarship read by bright undergraduates and most graduates." Having said earlier, "If I received this essay in an undergraduate Shakespeare course, I would be mightily pleased," this reader concluded, "Tell the author to be thankful for the A and put it away." Actually, the author was not a student, but a professor who had submitted an unrevised conference paper.
In another instance, the reader noted that though the style was "clear and readable" and the piece "well-organized," the "essay is rather simplistic and reductive in its conclusion and it was written without looking at any criticism." These comments were particularly revealing, because I knew from the author's letter what the reviewer did not know: namely, that the author had gone far out of her dissertation topic and area of specialization -to literature from another language and cultural tradition, in fact. The reader, who was a specialist in the subject of the article, could see serious flaws that the author could not, because the author apparently knew only the primary materials and none of the secondary ones. As the expert reader said, the essay might have been adequate for a popular periodical, but it was not appropriate for a scholarly journal.
A reader on another article complained that "The author clearly knows a good deal of the published criticism of this work, yet has not provided a single 10Rocky Mountain Review reference identifying his/her indebtedness." Sometimes an author has looked at scholarship but has missed an important new essay or book, which a reader will recommend be taken into account. In one rather humorous case, the reader, not knowing who the author was, recommended him to the author's own article, published some 15 years earlier, which, the reader noted, came to some of the same conclusions! Comments from readers in very different subjects express in common a desire that essays give a brief account of the recent work that has been done on the immediate area the essay is concerned with, showing how this new analysis connects with and adds to what has been done already. I emphasize brief -anything from a paragraph to a page or two of critical review cum connection, following a general introduction and statement of purpose. On the other hand, the essay should not go to the length of including what one reader called a "rather pretentious bibliography" on Shakespeare generally, without any reference to previous studies of the particular play under discussion. I stress recent work; if there is nothing in the bibliography more recent than, say, 5 years ago, it appears that the essay is either a recycling of a rather old paper or that the author has not kept up on the subject. Other problems relating to scholarship may stem simply from carelessness -as in the case where an author said that two books published in the 1930s were "indebted" to a book published in 1979.
Problems in scholarship are sometimes Linked to problems in focus. Thus one reader commented that "This essay offers the appearance of cohesion through repetition of a key word, but without having that cohesion. It just picks out a quote here and there and makes a comment on it. The author does not seem aware of previous studies of the subject, and the apparent up-todatedness of references to Derrida [and other recent theorists] is unconvincing." In a critique of another essay, the reader noted that the essay had no focus or point but was just "a bunch of critics lined up." And on yet another, the reader commented: "This is an important interpretation of a much discussed poem and should be published, but only in revised form. The major problem is that the author ignores his/her responsibility to conduct the reader logically to an understanding of his/her conclusions. As the paper stands, the first half is a meditation upon the author's own private, unstated inferences and judgments about the work, in which little consideration is given to connecting one sentence to another, nor one paragraph with another."
Another complained that the "paper only gets to its main topic on page 6, and then offers no particular reason for its concentration on Shakespeare. . . . this paper needs a complete revision under the strong hand of a mentor who would force the author to justify the presence of each and every paragraph, to maintain a continuous line of discussion, and to tame the tendency to move away from the subject." This is not, I should add, that readers will approve only a standard linear form of argument and development. However, if they, as experts in the field, have difficulty following an argument, it is likely that the broad readership of the Review -including as it does scholars from many languages and literary periods -will find confused organization a serious impediment to comprehension. I might also note that minor problems of clarity are often handled during the editing process, when I go through an accepted article with a sharp pencil, note problems, and send the authors a sheet -or several -of queries that have to be addressed to achieve clarity in every sentence and paragraph of the article.
Carol A. Martin11
Other problems of clarity, though, can seem too great to be resolved during editing. One reader, citing fuzzy thinking throughout an essay, noted that the problems started in the first sentence, where something was "rather unique." "It is unique or it isn't, and 'rather' can have no part in it," the reader concluded. Yet another reader was concerned with lack of direction: "I suppose this might be called vaguely existential criticism, or perhaps education-forliving reading. I see little point to it; two novels of recognized affinities are compared and nebulous conclusions are drawn. There is a bare theoretical framework; a reference to a theoretical statement of 25 years ago, and no reference to whatever it might have been developed into in narrative theory in the last 25 years." Though occasionally a reader may dislike a particular theoretical approach, I've found that most honestly admit their bias and either decline to review an essay or assess it as a good or a bad example of that particular approach, regardless of the expert's view of the theoretical underpinnings. What is important, though, as this comment points out, is that there be an adequate, clear theoretical framework.
The third complaint, unsupported generalizations, is a basic one -the sort of thing freshman writing teachers encounter regularly. One reader commented: "the biggest problem with this paper is the writer's failure to work with 'minute particulars.' It is not much of an exaggeration to say that almost every sentence in this paper needs explanation and support." Another article brought the complaint that "we are told rather than shown." And for yet another, the reader observed: "The RMR is certainly not the market for this series of generalizations; both subjects are already the topic for many books, and unfortunately, the writer has packed the paper with generalizations which make the reader want to show the many exceptions to each Rule."
What may have happened in these cases is that the writers have gotten so involved in their subjects, and the ideas seem so "obvious" to them, that they fail to remember that their ideas may not be self-evident to their audience. And because the Review is read by scholars in many subject areas, authors need to be especially careful to supply a clear context. Two questions should probably be asked: (1) Have I presented enough evidence, sufficient detail, to convince the experts in my field who think differently? and (2) Will a specialist in language and literature who is not in my precise field be able to understand my arguments and follow them through all their supporting detail?
The problem of author naivete -the article having nothing new to saycannot easily be illustrated without very specific details. Sometimes it is linked to lack of knowledge of the previous criticism, but not always. Now and then the criticism is there, but the author fails to go beyond it. The most succinct critical comment on the topic came from a reader who said that the essay in question came from the "Oh-golly,-look-what-I-just-discovered" school of criticism.
Style is also a problem that can best be illustrated by examples too specific to give here. Some of the terms readers use in describing the style in rejected articles are: wordy, repetitious, hyperbolic (asking, e.g., "why 'superimportant'?"), awkward, redundant, too many passive verbs. Consistency can also be an issue. Thus, one reader said that an essay needed some editing of the "folksy, informal writing style, or at least some consistency. Either it's a chat, or a scholarly paper, or informal impressions." The writer needed to make up his or her mind.
Papers not recommended for acceptance often have several of the problems outlined above. If they are weak in only one area, and otherwise present a strong and original idea, experts may recommend them for revision and resubmission, or even for acceptance with revisions suggested, in which case, after the author works on initial revisions based on the experts' analyses, I
will offer additional suggestions as I edit the essay. Something over half of the articles that are revised and re-submitted are accepted on the second try, and although we make no guarantee of acceptance, I do try to get the same readers to review a re-submission. In only one case has this not been possible, and in that case, the new readers did recommend acceptance.
I have attempted here to categorize a very diverse and particularized group of responses -140 of them for the 70 papers recommended for rejection. As with accepted and published articles, the subject areas and the critical approaches fall into no single category, and the authors are from many different parts of the country and abroad and are in the whole range of "ranks" at their universities, or are not in university positions. Only one clear category of paper stands out from the array of rejected essays, and that is the unrevised conference paper, which often contains most or all of the five types of problems outlined above. Especially, these lack critical background, have problems of style, and, in many cases, fall into the "Oh golly" school.
During my time as editor, I have received quite a few unrevised conference papers, either from our annual meeting or some other, and I think I am correct in stating that not one has been accepted. I may know that the essay is a conference paper, because the author tells me so in the cover letter, but the experts do not know this, receiving, as they do, the typescript without the author's name. These papers are usually 10-14 pages, and even though they fall on the borderline of being note-length, they are long enough to warrant the standard review. Interestingly, in most cases the experts write back that "this looks like a conference paper." The scholarship is insufficient (probably left out to save reading time), the style is not appropriate (the paper was written to be read aloud), and/or the paper does not offer enough substance, enough that is new. Regarding the latter, I suspect we have all, at one time or another, submitted conference papers on the periphery of our expertise, and if they were well-written, they may have been accepted. But when they come under the close scrutiny of experts in the precise field, they don't present sufficient new ideas to make them publishable. In addition, conference papers are most often works-in-progress, but having a clean typescript in hand, we may think, "what the heck -I'll give it a try," and we send them in. However, the experts seem to pick them out every time.
Let me sum up by imagining five points my expert readers might make if they could confer and agree upon a few brief generalizations lying behind the 140 particular analyses:
(1)Essays should show that the author knows the scholarship on the particular topic and should make it clear, concisely, how that scholarship relates to the particular direction the essay is taking;
(2)They should show clearly what new ideas are being offered, what new light is being shed, even on an "old" problem; if it is an "old" problem, they should show how the author's view is a new one; (3)They should have a clear direction, an argument that is well supported and comprehensible, a coherence that will not leave the reader wondering for half the essay, "Where is this going?" (4)Their style should be smooth, clear, and unpretentious, simple and direct, with variety in sentence patterns; it should be written to be read rather than spoken.
(5) They should be proofread carefully and documented in the new MLA style, with all quotations double-checked for accuracy of quotation and page number. (Almost every essay I accept has errors of this sort, as well as some typos, and the rejected essays have even more.)
Looking back over the quotations with which I opened this essay, I feel some trepidation -"conference paper," "clotted title," "ineffective conclusion," "glib," "invincible complacency," "arrogant self-promotion." And I think of the reader's comment about the "Oh-golly-look-what-I-just-discovered" school of criticism -for indeed, what this essay discusses are the discoveries I have made in working with essays submitted to the Review. And, of course, those "discoveries" are nothing new -many of them are matters we deal with when we teach writing. What has surprised me, though, is the number of times that expert readers have pointed out the "same old things" to us, teachers of writing, who are writing scholarly papers. I hope then, that I have offered, if not something new, a reminder of the old verities that will cause the expert readers of your articles to think not of vanilla criticism and sour grapes, but of raspberry-and-cream sorbet and a vintage red wine. Carol A. Martin Editor, Rocky Mountain Review
